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Main Library To Close
During Easter Vacation
will be proper permit before April 5. ApThe college library
vacation, plication forms are available at
cased during Easter
the move into the Information Desk.
April 545. so that
Miss Backus said site believes
Wing can take place.
the Central
how- that Stanford University Library
The Reserve Book Room,
..es will be kept open at its will be willing to extend more
to liberal privileges to San Jose State
regillar vacation hours, 8 a.m,
College students during this peam.. Monday through Friday.
close the riod than are usually granted to
It will he necessary to
story. North Wing OsNi, dur- students front other colleges.
1
ing the recess. because library
while
maintained
be
rvice cannot
equipment and materials are being moved. according to Miss Joyce
ockus, college librarian.
Because of the inconvenience
to students that has been caused
Location of the proposed South
ts the operation in two separate
buildings, Miss Backus said she Bay State College in Southern
telieVeS it is best to make the California moved a step closer to
move as soon as possible, rather a final decision last week when
han wait until the end of the state
college trustees named Fox
...nester.
Hills Golf Course as the "preStudents who were planning to
ferred" site.
.e the library during the recess
Chairman Charles Luckman said
may acquire introductory slips at
that the Campus Planning Comhe information desk, first floor.
mittee considers
the
properts
north wing of the library. This
"ideal" for a "college city cornstudent
to
use
!
the
enables
lip
iplex." It is located on Slailson
library facilities of other colleges.
Avenue and Sepulveda Boulevard
may
arise
from
problems
Since
in southwestern Los Angeles Counto
inaccessible
library
wing the
ty near Baldwin Hills.
members
durfaculty
and
-talents
’
Also at the meeting Assembly ing vacation, the College Library
’man Leo J. Ryan 1D-San EranCommittee suggests:
’risco), urged the hoard to con1. All students and (acuity memsider one additional point when
-ts who wish to use library mamaking a choice between expandterials during the Easter recess
ing San Jose State or developing
should check them out before
ta new campus in San Mateo.
April 5.
He pointed out that San Mateo
2. Instructors who wish to plase
County has almost no facilities for
dtional materials on reserve
studies leading to a degree.
:uring the recess may do so at
least one week before recess.
3. Faculty members and gradate students who anticipate a
reel fur icing micromaterials may
request that material and a niachine fin’ its use be placed in the
An inspection group to help San
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Mankind ’Sheltered’
From Sun’s Radiation
’
tio*
fl,n,p,s oLd 1.
Late on this planet depends I
critically on the shielding power of ti’oorsord the atmosphere."
Dr. Gates has expressed the bethree minor constituents of the
lief that man must try to underatmosphere, according to 1&. Da- stand all Of the forces of hls envid N. Gates, consultant for at- vironment the rosmical the gromospheric physics, National Bureau of Standards.
Dr. Gates will discuss this and
other topics related to "The Energy Environment in Which We
’Live" tonight at 8 in E132 in connection with the College Lecture
Series.

Trustees Favor
ILA. County Site

:; -/1 by ASH Pres. Bill Hauck
I .1
corks ago, will be passed, defeated, tabled or poatponed. Hauck
called for the abolishment of the
four class governments due to
their lack of "meaningful purpose"
as governmental agencies, and
suggested that they could perhaps
organized
as
function
better
croups or clubs.
A companion proposal to the
abolition wive was a bill, pro.rood by Pat Butler senior refireDrake.
George
’native,
and
calling
representative
ohman
the formation of freshmansophomore and junior-s.entor committees to handle the functions
’currently under class government
control. It will he presented for
discussion and ’debate.
In other business
Hauck is schealuied to report on
the weekend Sacramento meeting
/of the California State College
Student Presidents’ Assn. held in
Sacramento.
A report is expected from the
oordinating Advisory Committee
the progress cof the special "stunt interest" commmittees form-

Student Council is expected
decide the fate of class governments today when it meets in thet
College tnian at 2:10 p.m., ace:ousting to Steve Larson, council
ehairman.
on
The (,10 /1 1, di I Per/r:

"Here at the surface mankind is/
oushioned by the atmosphere from
the actinic solar rays, the hisai
speed particles and X-rays, the
heat radiation and from the cos- ,
mic cold of outer space as well,"
Dr. Gates has pointed out.
RECENTLY APPOINTED to their respective positions (from I.
to r.) are Dick Harris, head yell leader; Mike Freed, Rally Committee chairman; Dee Hill, head song girl. Future spirit -raising
events are being planned by the trio and Rally Committee.

Prof. Birns To Review
Higher Learning Book

Chicks on Parade
At Fashion Show

"If the earth’s atmosphere did
not have as part of its composition any one of the three truly
minor constituents -ozone. water
DR. DAVID N. GATES
vapor or carbon dioxide then it
... physicist and lecturer
is doubtful that higher forms of
life would have evolved."
physical, the es-iloaical, the cli*le sociolossieal
According to Dr. Gates. these matological si
minor constituents are responsible as well.

Sis,a tonight
days of care
.1 cults]:
.1 croon,.’ . iiy S.IS sororities
aormoosies as they vie for
first awarding of points in the preDerby Day contest.

The event, sponsored by Sigma
Chi. will begin at 530 at the
’fraternity house. 241 S 11th St.
for the temperate climate at the
.lodges will he Gerald Kettmann,
,surface by absorbing sunlight and
A discussion on the pretenses ities at the Columbia University
oe president of SJS Alumni
reradiating it as infrared heat
and fictions of American collegi- Law School, the Bureau for EcoMrs. Bers-1 Peterson. Colradiation.
ate practice, suggesting that the romic Research, and the Institute
!eve Union secretary: Al Malyon,
,
1; 111, I 1..: Ill’ in the field
academy is merely an extension of of Strategic Studies. He has been
jimeor public relations major; and
if the atm:shigh :.,. ..i.
the business community, is the a staff member of the National
Mike Hooper. senior public relatrain ,41:tianned ball’’",
phere
SitO I’..etilo
thesis of Thorstein Veblen’s book llooadcasting System
tions major.
and
the
, will explain the atmosphere nosopera, will be shaiin o
"The Higher Learning in Amer- United Nations.
’ he awarded the five
P,sios
eit ozone, water vapor and carbon
today’s classic film series a’ ’
ica." It will be reviewed this afterAlso, I3irns was a member of
ososo ’list have decorated
dioxide and will discuss the Van and 7 p.m. in Morris Dailey .sssi
noon at the 12.30 book talk by the faculty at City College of New
k, with the most
!1,":"
Allen Radiation Belts.
torium
Laurence Biros, assistant profes- York and has lectured at Univerwique costumes or
"Now, with satellites probing!
Unlike most operatic texts o:
sor of political science, in rooms sity College in London and the
1.’,11i: Channel 11. will
’
act ope,A and B of the college cafeteria. 1London School of Economics. He the environment surounding the the woricsi, ii’
take newsreels of
earth, we are beginning to under- deals with one ,,r
noblest h’
Vablen, author and American spent last year at Oxford UniverI Ile
particles from the sun man emotions. (sr.’ .oal devotion.
economist, lampoons the college sity as a member of the St. Cath- stand how
lIcliets are on Sale
are trapped and stored in the Leonore, wife of Th.. ler, is comrine’s Soci,so
and university president as "that
the Student Af.,,,
Belts and . pelled at the risk (of her life to !
Van
Allen
Radiation
captain of (vivito/in" and dismisses
:
(Wire. T1116, and
how at times ot
o
seek
service
in
disguise
with
Roeas
an insult to the commun.
him
at a pecial booth in !runt of the
s, the jailer of her husband.
RPter’e Bt"k Room- Requests Jose State’s Tau Beta Society de. ity of scholars. He dwells on the
cafeteria
way,
they
try
to
Elorestan
this
In
should be made as soon as
P5-’cide whether or not to submit a role of the trustees, the chairrnar
The day of activities will be
defeat the attempt to kill EloreOle. A special request form may
formal petition for membership in 1 of the department, the professor
he;.1 :n conjunction with Spartan
Is obtained at the Information
Pizzaro,
the
goverstan
made
by
Tau Beta Pi, national engineering, and other such factors of the col I;
Saturday. March 23. ’Pao
Tickets for the .Sitna Trio,
nor of the prison
Desk.
honor society, was honored at a lege and university.
pre-Derhy ti.iv events. the
I.% ening at
l’rislast
appearing
a
Iris
moment
the
critieal
At
All i nstroetors shoal(’ remind
Secret
Door,
"Fhe
re
recently
Even though the book was %%Tit_
luncheon yesterday in the Spartan
Tiek,et Steal and the Derby
hots in Morria Danec auditor- pet call annotinces the armal
their graduate students that or, ten in 1918, Veblen’s observations to osed film dealing with the design
C’afeteria.
staged between
vill
up
pieked
at
stualas
ium,
cit.
angements for use of the StanDon
Fernando,
minister.
the
mhe group consisted of Dr. Don- are amazingly relevant to today’s department of Ford Motor Corp..
Vodnesday and Friday. March
aufive,
!tattiness
.1ffairs
dent
fird Library can he made
the
ia
’,and
is
Florestan’s
friend,
Pro- old S. Clark of California Institute circumstances, according to Pro- will he shown tomorrow night at
21)-22
TB t6, Tiekets sore free veith cue is completeal.
’Merl tbe stialent obtains the
t7:.,0 in TH20 by the Society of
of Technology, national president fessor Rims.
or faculty cards, $1.50 for
Reetheven’s infinite capacity for
The same people who feared Ai it inor ice Engineers.
of the association. Robert 11. Nagthe public.
Window Holding Sign
taking pains is evidenced by
flionard Glad, president, reports
el of Knoxville, Tenn., national him then, still have ClitiSe for worfour .e estisco h. c,.mposed ’
secretary-treasurer, and student ry over his incisive treatment of that other business on the meet
Against MUN Broken
\
-’ ,,;er motif
and faculty representatives from the intricacies and intrigues to be ing’s agenda includes discussion
Stanford Universtiy, the Univer- found on the typical American on planned field trips to Food
’ triial for the rao-npition broke out Monday night
sity of California at Berkeley and college campus," comments Rims. Machinery Corp.. Ames LaborasewI
iees
s, fewer than When a conerete brick with "Fas. !eat William .1. Santa Clara University.
Rims
refers
to
Veblen
as i/wies. and Lick Observatory.
’s
for use of cists Go 11,0111." painted on it was
Membership in the Society af
-Satisfactions
The representatives examined "America’s first great original
10 for one brown through it window holding
lie 28th annual SJS’ engineering facilities and thinker in the social sciences Aotomotive Engineers, open to all
a -MEN G. Home" sign
Dinner tomor- conferred with faculty and slut - careening through one college aft- engineering and aeronautics: In a ti’:’ iii If Shaor.
e oar-nooses. t broach he was al Torn DiPippo and Jim Nosey
facillty dining dents in the Engineering Division. er another, leaving controversy if vs. costs $3 annually. Club memis’Iuce. will retalace
s
seeking a book for another dissawered the vandalism when
. o cafeteria.
bership
includes
a
year
s
subscripwake."
confusion
in
his
and
professor
Anderson,
P.
Edward
Schmidt as director of ine Poo,a, .ipera. was never able to find a 1 hey r’turned to their apartment
The don,
onsored by the of electrical engineering and the
Today’s reviewer received his tion to the Society of Automotive
upon Professor Schmidt’s libretto which appealed to him. So at 246 S. Ninth street shortly beBusiness !,’ .
son Department club’s adviser, has said that this education at Bates College and Engineers
loin-nail which costs School
net Pi I.
"Fidelio" remains his only cornro- fore midnight. San Jose Police are
is by reserva- group’s recommendation will be Columbia and Oxford Universities. non-members $12 annually.
investigating.
tion at S.’ s
sition in this form.
This semester’s officers are
plate.
the basis of whether or not Tau Ile received his B.S. at Columbia
"The sign is back and I’ll not
This opera may be seen free of
Richard Glad, president: Steven
ssition may be ob- Beta Society submits a formal pe- University in 1955.
charge to all ASB students and take it down for anyone." DiPippo
tained
1S.isiness Education lion for membership in Tau Beta
Professor Rims has spent a Hassel,. vice president ,nd Richfaculty members.
declared.
Olfv,
.,; extension 2181. Pi Association.
/Ma inc.
sect-Pt
number of years in research activ- ard
’

Beethoven’s Opera
Part of Film Series

Tau Beta Seeks
National Status

Engineer Society
Shows Design Film

Vice Pres. Dusel
Dinner Speaker

Tickets Available

Prof. Miller Takes
Police School Post

GOPFight Within for Supremacy
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sairot S NOTE: This
is the third
a aloes of articles
on the SJS
Young Itesoki;cent
end the effects of
son,sattet;on nn
the GOP And on
tO 090
Ry "(’OTT MOORE
raliforn,, Young
Republicans
am heading
for the right, hut
their older
lit herssteadfastly
tiit to footsie
from the middle.
It represents a
titanic* struggle
1.11/Itrazed ithin the Republican
IlrtY tor ideoloeteal supremacy.
stniggle began when Repub.
ccered smashing defeats in
"ti 15g2 tolifornia
eleetions.
consols:ital., then
began mov1"1:
1111 sots vacated
by the
\,1,I,isie and
liberal Republich:4"1er still felt the party
21,1,1
5
win eleetions only
by offerlassressive ideas and
.i.itewide Young
Re.’ ’’’’’"‘"[,,.led Hobert G4iston as,
no 0 mile
president, while
i c0.
later the big brother
Itepubliean
Assembly
511 iiiuruuuu
Nelligan, a "War-

oil he hopes
’1.1:
he says. is because the Tits
Ina of the parts
nearly: twice as many state-,
-it will help us to be a more 1
ide mernhers as the (’BA.
effective organization."
Jerry Ducote. Santa Claret Coun’ME-TOOISM’
ty YR ehairman, thinks ciaston’s
Ile says Gaston’s victors
conservative victory "shook! not
the end of me-tooistn exhibited
change am thing If liberals are ills 11.,:s/re
GOP office -holders in the
set they should get in and work
harder to get their views heard."
Many party spokesmen, however.,
SJS YR Viii’ Pres. Bill Pollneek feel as does
Dr. Theodore M. Northinks there as ill he some definite! ton, assistant professor of political
changes.
MELVIN MILLER
I science, that "the sienifieanee rut
ii, :tthe
s’eleu’tton
notsaG
srif
"
Gaston’ victory is exaggerated "
. . . new police head
i
Rethe
reforming
the
of
step in
Ile doesn’t think the eleetion of
it!
publicon party in California
Gaston is a step toward mere retirement July I, according t/.
ill have far-reaching effects in;
conservative power in the slate Pres. John T. Wahlquist
this sate." he says.
"Neither the YRs nor CRA have
Commenting on his appoini
In ,-,,mmenting on the difference any:
effect at all on the party plat- men!. Miner said, salaintainin,
donate
of
the
CRA
and
Young
in
form." he says, "and the ’only or- the reputation of the Police Schooi
Frederic Weed.,
Republieans,
eanization to lay down the plat- will be my constant goal."
head of the Political Selenee Deform is the state convention and
Miller has a varied background
explains
Nelligan’s
(’RA’
partment.
it is made up of elected officials
soon
too
old
victory as "Ve get
in both education and law enforceor nominees."
und too late sehmart," or "We get
ment, lie has been a teacher,:
Despite Norton’s statement, Polcon c h and sitperintendent
of
wiser as air eel older."
Meek says that Gasten’s election
Older and wiser or not, ((wiliest
schools. A member of the 5,15
is only- "the first step of six or
John
Gustafson,
who
YR president
Police School faculty since 1953,
ans."
leaclinc to a California &lelikes to think of himself as a rand. :veen
.6001) THE
coital in 1961 pledged to Gold- Professor Miller is a member of
be- crate conservative, sits s that "Gas the California Peace Officers As Ron Birrhard. YR president.
water for president."
rep- ton’s victory is of greater impormono ion and the American Crimlieves the election of Gaston
think - tance than Nelligan’s victory."
(Continued on Page 2)
inology Society.
resents a "good trend in the

ren" moderate, to head their organziation.
EFFECTS OF MOVEN
Many people immediately began
to wonder what effects t he se
MOW’S WOUld have on the Republican party.
"The only reason that Gaston
won was that the Birchers said
they were going to support him
rather than the other candidate,"
explains Robert Lindsey, former
CRA president f1961-62).
Lindsey was chairman of the
committee that nominated Neill Ran as president al the recent ;
(’BA convention at Disneyland
"There was no difference between DAVIS and Gaston in their
entire ideology," he says.
"Many actually: thought Gaston
WAS a be tter chniee." Lindsey
says, "in that he actively solicited
support from the extreme right."
lie charieterizes both main eandidates as "Goldwater Republic-

World Wire
SYRIAN REVOLT MAV RRINti TROUBLE TO IsRAEL
taward Arab tinny roDAMASCUS. Syria .
i A nem
oliting from last week’s revolution in Syria appeared yesterday to
have created a threat of increased trouble for Israel.
Iraqi Vice Premier Salah El Saadi is in Damascus conferring
a Hi Syrian leaders on plans to rrea te a joint ,mlitary eommand
ht,h would link their two nations with the United Arab Republic
,11 A.R.), Yemen and Algeria,
The Arabs have always contended that Israel is Arab territm-y
ind that the Israelis are tools af
It is generally aareed that any movement that would tend to
imite the Arabs. who have an roveruhelminc manta-aver superiority
would cause potential trouble for the Israelis.
The Syrian revolution Friday. on the heels of a similar uprising
Feb 8 in Iraq. has given the cause of Arab unity new in-torques
I:1 ,,1% SI N.i l’ITRING FOR ITEF:TINti WITH utitNissz
moscov."
I anon may he maneuvering to gain
time in its ides
, ai . o: oeal dispute a ith Communist China
intormed Western isitser%I.rs said hore yesterday
They said this nlay lie the meaning of the pi hi
adints,lon that
behind -the -scenes ei forts
IV be n g Made hi find a (Nampo anise
with Peking.
The official government newspaper lzvestia Monday printed a
front -pars,: report that the powerful C,omnianisi party Central ("committee has reiterated to the Chinese that there is a need for a meeting to discuss differenees
Them VI as. no Indieatian alien oteh a meeting scot Iii take place.
and it Wa, generally’ acreed here that if it does, it will not brine
together Premier Nikita S. Khrushehev and Chinese party secretary
Mao Tse-tung.
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Legislature Looks At
Several New Bills
Narcotics
Seseral tans concerning the
sale of narcotics and addictive
drugs in California have been
introduced into the legislature.
’rhe special Study Commission
on N ii trot i cs reported on the
dangers riveted. so far as addiction and erinie are concerned.
by trio classes of drugs, the
hypnotic:: such as seconal, and
the stimulants such as bensedrine.
Over-the-counter sales of
drugged cough syrups would be
stopped by the proposed bills.
The California retail drue trpde
has agreed that these syrups are
being greatly abused by addicts
and that non-narcotic syrups of
equal medicinal value are available.
One bill would set up a new
statutory class of drugs. ’restricted dangerous drugs " Felony penalties %soukd lie provided
for illegal possession or trafficking in such drugs and for forgery of prescriptions calling tor
them.
Refilling of prescriptions for
these drugs on an as needed
basis would be prohibited.
A recent decision of the U.S.
Supreme Court held that the

states can require narcotic addicts tu submit themselves tut.
treatment of their disease in
rehabilitation facilities u n der
penalty of law.

Bail, Fines
Asseinbly man Leroy I’. Greene
D-Sacramento I has introduced
a resolution calling for a study
leading to overhaul of ball, tine
and sentencing laws and practices in California.
Greene’s resolution terms the
use of fixed bail schedules as a
double standard of justice favoring the rich and q ues t i on s
whether_ bail frequently is set
too high since it is primarily a
guarantee of appearance.
The resolution also states
monetary fines often are too
slight a punishment for the
wealthy and too severe for the
poor.
"I am opposed to having the
ability to pay determine who
goes free and who remains behind bars," declared Greene.
"Persons unable to make bail
often spend rather lengthy periods in jail awaiting trial while
others accused of the same offense are readily able to post
bail and remain free until their

1.?eati1y care

At Low, Low Prices
All work done by qualified
students under supervision

115

SULLIVAN BEAUTY COLLEGE
West San Fernando St.

CY 5-9516

SPARTAN
AUTO PARKING
400 CAR CAPACITY

Specializing in State College Parking

Monthly Rate Reduced To $8.00
Additional hour 100

Standard gas
2 qualities
Standard credit cards and merchants validations accepted
3 Courteous helpful attendants
2 highly skilled mechanics
Small repairs mode while you’re in classes
Tires, tubes, batteries, etc.
4’"H ST OPPOSITE COLLEGE LIBRARY
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Discrimination
"It’s time see made the 19th
Amendment to the Constitution
operative," declared Congressman Augustus F. Hawkins 4DLos Angeles) when he introduced a bill called "Equal Pay
Act of 1963" into the House ot
Representatives.
The bill prohibits discrimination on account of sex in the
payment of wages by certain employers engaged in commerce or
in the production of goods for
commerce.
It also provides for the restitution of wages lost by employees
Lis reason of any such discrimination.
Hawkins remarked, "This bill
will go a long way toward the
elimination of discrimination affecting the female sex. It is irnportant that we utilize . . . all
human resources in the nation."
The bill states that employees
may file a written complaint
with the Secretary of Labor
charging that an employer has
engaged in a discriminatory practice. The Secretary will then tell
the employer and make an investigation.
The bill has been referred to
the Committee on Education and
Labor.

good aaste
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The potential meaning of
class p.m ernment as a lortim liii
discussions was considered in
my firs( letter, and centralization of power in the Student
Council and the Executive Council wits discussed in the second
one. Now it seems necessary to
consider the question of leadership training and other factors
related to academic atmosphere,
or seriousness in student government.
Though this is a rather %ague
term, some people consider its
lack in class governments the
best reason for abolishing them.
It seems to mean that the ASB
Government is more efficient,
more thoughtful, more concernCs) with needs of the school, and
higher in academic level than
the class governments.
One expects this anyway, because Council has so much more
power and money. However, the
point seems to be that abolishing class government will improve the college’s academic
atmosphere, and thus its prestige. Actually, since most students here (not including me)
are not interested in improving
our academic atmosphere, this is
not a widely publicized issue.
But, assuming that improving
our academic atmosphere is a
desirable goal, will abolishing
class govenunents help? Aren’t
admissions standard.s more important?
The ASB leaders say that
class government is not a good
place to train new ASB leaders.
They want their successors to
rise through the ASB government under their influence. This
brings us back to the question
of centralization of power and
communication between students and ASH elective officers.
In any case, you can see that in
many respects, though the Students Council has left the
classes almost no power. the arguments against class government are analogous to the argu-

Conservatives in sheer num(Continued from Page 1)
bers will take over the party."
"The only Republican who can
win in 1964 is Goldwater," he , Pollacek predicts, "and try to
elect Goldwater and Tower Resays.
Lindsey. former CRA presi- - publicans." (John Tower, conservative GOP senator from
dent, simply revokes YR reasonTexas).
ing, declaring that "Sen. Kuchel
Goldwater supporters believe
is the top elected Republican in
(7alifornia."
that he can win because, according to Treasurer Ron Pahl, "he
"There is not one chance in
could take the South in ’64,"
100," he said, "that Kuchel will
along with other conservative
not try to lead the 1964 deleareas of the country.
gation.
"If Goldwater wants the
’SOUTH RIPE’
state’s (favorite son) nominaThey see the South ripe for
tion," Lindsey says, "he’s got to
GOP plucking in 1964.
file as a Presidential candidate
Dr. Weed, however, disagrees
and he’s got to win in the 1964
with this notion. He says that if
primary.
the party nominates a candidate
Goldwater or not, Lindsey
for either office "because it
sees President Kennedy’s
thinks he will carry a Southern
strength "ebbing." He believes
state, it would lose all the ma"his stature is going down," but
jor Northern states."
"he will be tough to beat in
In any event. "If Kennedy is
1964."
alive and kicking in 1964," says
Prof. Weed, "it won’t matter too
much whom the Republicans
put up."
The YRs are still going to
keep pumping for Goldwater,
however, according to YR member Richard Reeb.

Poetry
in
Cuisine

I

One More Shot
For Class Govt.

The Same Old Story;
Conservatives vs. Liberals

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Parking I hour 250

"The same holds true when
a monetary fine is used as punishment." Greene continued.
"The amount of a fine has different meanings to persons with
differing incomes. A fine might
deter one individual from repeating an offense while the same
fine mi g h t mean practically
iii ithing to a wealthier person."
An Assembly Interim Committee would be charged with conducting the study and reporting
its findings and suggestions for
proposed legislation to the Assembly early in the 1965 regular
session.

Thrust

’r40’

Boha
’s offers you a
variety of tantalizing treats
from our large ’,election of
fine cuisine. For that extra
special meal Irs our delicious Frog Legs Proy 0-IIcale, prepared in the style
preferred by Parisian Epi
mires. The more conservative diner. however, may
prefer a nice. juicy Bohan non’s steak with all the
trimmings. No matter what
you choose you will always
be satisfied at Bohannon’s
Come in this week and enjoy a delectable meal at

melds :i4ant a federal ,N -.Tem
of g’ is
Thole are no easy and final
Hoffman
V..41 .%104.4!1

ISOger

’No Criticism Gag’
Senior Rep. Says
Editor:
A. a member of Student
Council I would like to reply to
Roger Hoffman’s letter in the
March 12 Thrust and Parry. He
stated that one of the main reasons for Student Councirs proposed abolishment of class gosernment is to snuff out the criticism of the ASH Government.
This is not true. This has never
been mentioned or thought of by
any of the Student Council
members.
We feel that class government in its present form is ineffective: however, most of its
feel that there is a need for
class government in some form.
Several changes in dims government are now being considered
by the Student Council in hopes
that we can help the classes become more effective.
Pat Butler
Senior Representathe
To Student Council

SJS Faculty Cutback
To Relieve Overload?
Editor:
We will never be able to reach
the 17,000 FTE referred to in
Monday’s editorial. Since our
school budget is allocated on the
basis of equivalent full-time students, theoretically our school
could be reduced to nothing,
simply bs cutting back the number of faculty so that students
cannot get into classes. And this
has already begun: the grapevine has it that more than two
dozen faculty positions have
been eliminated since last year:
there already has been a large
reduction of faculty this semester, resulting in many additional
closed classes. I’m sure that
many, many students found
courses canceled after they had
registered for them. Many students will have to come another
semester to take just one course
needed for graduation that they
couldn’t take this semester. For
instance, the required Science
Education 372 lab was closed to
more than 50 senior General
Elementary majors. How many
classes will students be denied
next year? Seventy, 80, even
100, estimating from last year’s
reductions.
Somewhere tor perhaps
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Parry

everywhere) along the line of
communication between SJS
and Sacnimento, cries of protest at this ruthless balancing of
the state budget are too feeble
to cause action. Our state government is acting %A ith the attitude that the public is passive.
Perhaps if the faculty and administration at this school were
made aware that students dislike being made pawns in this
massise chess game, positise action would be taken by next fall.
If students and the Spartan
Daily were to ask some pointed
questions and raise loud coinin,tylie the acitninistra-

lion would find it riet,-.arN
shift their loyalty Imo,
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Best Hair Cuts in Town
Specializing in All Styles at

Hank’s Barber Shop
148 B. Alma
Open Tues -Sat. 9-6
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3 lines $1 .. anytime
35c a line after 6 p,a,
Open 24 Hrs.
7 Days A Week
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Begins Tonight 7 :00-9 : 30 P.N1.

CALL NOW!

MANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAMS
Montgomery Wards expansion program creates outstand
ing opportunities for young men to build a successful and
secure career. In the western region alone, we plan to
open more than thirty new full-line department stores dig.
ing the next four years.
We provide intensive formalized training combined with
planned job experience. Advancement is based on careful
evaluation of actual job performance. We want men who
are anxious to assume responsibility, and who have a real
desire to work their way to the top in their chosen field.
Opportunities exist for graduates from almost every scholastic field of study. Openings are always available for men
interested in Store Management, Accounting, and Credit
Managment. Frequent openings are available in fields
such as Traffic Management, Industrial Engineering, Mail
Order Management, Buying end many other specialized
fields.
For further information, take this advertisement to your
College Placement Office or to your nearest Montgomery
Ward store.

SPACE IS LIMITED

RESERVE NOW’

LVAN
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Day time 295-1025
All.
Nights: CY 2.2293 tot AN 9-3006
Day or Night: 3:4.9292

N anal JUNO
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All Parking Tickers l’idufae.d
FIRST and SAN FERNANDO DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

and

1401 So. First St.
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ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Our personnel representative is scheduled to conduct irterviews on your campus on Tuesday. March 19. Contact
intment.
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Latshaw Adult Puppet Show Friday
’CeSSarY tc;
Siterk.
i
’

e State College Speech
sport I separtinero
appearance 5.1 the
touting puppet
.wurge tatshaw
to. children’s ptesentisshow.
. :0 41ril. adult
show, -Hand in
preesnted Friday
Came," to be
is a sophisticated
,vening at 8:15
material ranging
review. with
doll theater to a
1:0111 Jas.:ayes(’
---

Spring Pledge Lists

glove puppet hand-o-niltne of
"1’a mill g of the Shrew
bs
Shakespeare
Moviegoer: are familiar with
Latshaw’s work a- the creidor
Carod ’lop, the puppet whs.
befriended Leslie Caron in "Lib. Tickets may be purchased for
75 cents by students and the
public at the College Theater
lksx Office ill the if ternoon.

A
..I InsertS rred
sir. ’IS 11
Ounpus fratemties ti,.’
.’
lee.,
the ria:ne, of their spring
Phil E’aldarotii, Kaplan. JAITIPti Toilet :Aka-till),
William
Thonvo. O’Meara,
Dasine, P.,..M1 Name-,
pledges. A total of 154 men en- ,tins ’ S
Lawrence Rana-’tin. Patrick
Gene ’1’hen.Is
tau’s] rush and went on to pledge Frank
(1155115s Ryan James J Sisitie7
the various Greek organizations (Muck W;sii
Whyte.
’.5 ey,g5rus
The following is a separate- listing
TIII-.1A CHU
of each fraternity and then pledge
1 ;11 ; 5 ’.1
Fred William Barnhart f’itisig
Lane Fteriy, Paul Elliott CampL-..5,15:.5rn, Rani.5.5
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
bell. John Robeitt t’otteorien, Peter dy Iserriett. I’! eh k.rhartit
William Aaberg, Bill Ardis, Wal- Ellen’s. Matthew
Edward Fisher
flier, Frank Kirtanic Fred
ter S. liarragar. hen Bell, Pat A. Paul 1. s
Riehassl
t,
Cardinale, Bill Clegg, Stan Cross:s.
Ron Deticher Mike Dispaltres, Jr,
Ellis, Craig Fergus, Malcolm
Hodge, Allen Hubbard, Lawrence
A. Hyatt, Duncan Kilpatrick, Bob
In their mid -week Lenten ser:,,s
Kluft Richard Kuechle. Bob Lind"WHEN THY FACE I SEE"
sten, James MeElgunn, Gordon

Infer-Dormitory Council

ND

MIXED BOWLING LEAGUE
STARTS MARCH 16
AT
PALM BOWL

First Immanuel Lutheran Church

Sign-up NOW at DORM OFFICE
MESE SPACEMEN are

Wet4441,4eitroWeleWA1144,99.1
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By Henrik Ibsen

,peech and Drama Prodnetion
CY 4-1101

March 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30
Stir SJSC STUDENTS $1.25 GENERAL
Curtain 8:15 p.m. College Theatre

4

Box Office 5th and San Fernando Sts.
OPEN 1-5 DAILY
4
11..411-.111.
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"DIVORCE ITALIAN STYLE"
Three Norninat;ons for
Academy Awards
"BIG CITY BLUES"
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,’..-,
Award honors
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"JUMBO"
"PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT"
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"SASKATCHEWAN"
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HELD OVER
SECOND
BIG WEEK

it is different.

is daring.
Most of all, in its
own terrifying
way, it is
a love story...
it

ACADEMY

adult

Friday evening at 8.15 in the College Theater

Its M
N MAJ.
Ready - alto -- fire! This old
cowboy movie phrase may seem
a little silly to the San Jose
tato Rifle Team, but co-eats
h:.
sanimetitively on the
range ale not out of place. to
Drew’s ans’ Rev Rauh, two modern-day Anna’ Oakiess, are the
only girls on the Spartan Rifle
Team, and like it fine.
Both Jo, a senior education
major from Palos Verde’s, and
Bev, a sophomore from Sutter
Creek, derive the same kind of
satisfaction from shooting.
"Sometimes you get razzed by
the guys," Jo admits with a
smile. "but it’s different, and
exelting
and something to release the aggressions."
Jo, a collegiate -1 -:bat
iis:as
namie girl, learraso ,.I
twelsshe

rause I
it have any boots.
You really need the boots for
the kneeling position, though."
There are about fifty members
on the Rifle Team, coached by
fir Leslie Stevenson sit the In dusts ad Arts Department. To
vet on the team a student just
has to go to the meetings and
try out.
Both Jo and Bev are quick to
point out the advantages of rifle
shooting.
"It’s relaxing, and you come
home stiff as is board," Jo
laughed. "It’s really quite a challenge if you get absorbed in the
situation."
Bev agreed
- and both are
eager to have more girls join
the team so San Jose State can
:,,asete against the women’s dirtrither seh,Pols.

GUI 1 St !MT HER
fIle how to
,::Idn’t !ell! :my -

Beta Theta Pi
Plans Luncheon

5.

DRIVE-IN

ih the

’Shootin’ Spartans’
Are Girls Pardner

See our selection of
Marfin. Goya. and Christy instruments

nyfime

three of the r.hio-acter

George Latshaw puppet show, "Hand in Glove" to be presented

Guitars - Ilan jos - Music

ing

APART Vls1 Eltn

Twi

-!:ay members of
l’i: The San Jose
; the national social
fraternity is planning a luncheon tomorrow at Lou’s Village,
1405 W. San Carlos St., in the
hopes that Beta Theta Pi transfers and faculty members will
attend,

.:stams, Jo does
pr:sosiees
on her family’s

010-sting cans
ptoperty.
"I even went deer hunting
ralee with my dash," Jo grinned.
then groaned at the memory.
"Twenty hours on a horse and
I was so busy getting lost that
I never got to even aim at a
deer!"
Bev likes shooting for the "individual competition with yourself," and learned to shoot because she thought it would la’
interesting.
Bess eyes sparkle and she
emphasizes her conversation with
smiles. She first learned to shoot
three years ago, but really didn’t
know much about shooting until
she joined the Rifle Team,
COMPETITION RV POINTS
-Then. are ten people on the
varsity squad," Bev said, "and
eight of those qualifying for
competition. We compete by
points; there are three hundred
possible, and we get thirty shots
in the those positions."
The three positions are prone,
kneeling ansl standing. The prone
position is the first and easiest
for the girls to manage the gun.
The Rifle Team "fashions" are
simple, comfortable, and much
the same as for the boys Girls
wear slacks, padded rifle jackets,
and hoots,
"I always go in "tennis’s," JO
confessed with a twinkle. "be-

The purpose of the luncheon
is to discuss organization of a
chapter at SJS. For reservations,
members may call Dr. Bob Grim’an, alurtini president, at 29427s:’t

Co-Rec Features
’Tempests’ Tonight

tors;silst .3
"THE AGONIZED LOOK"

Mace, Bruce Penman, David G.
Remington, Dennis R. Shepherd,
Mike Stewert Forrest West Jeff
’Soma
WitHeti Gatnet
WIESDIL Carl Zecher
DELTA ’41(.D.1 PHI
M
Cavanagh. Thonias
lhawker, Thomas Leigh 11.1.1,r
David Lang.
maek. Ralph Neate, Jame-, M.chael Osborne, Gregory A. Patrick, Fresh Richards, Raymond I.
Rogers, Itiehard Russell. Robert
Shahoian, Ronald F. Sykora, James
Thomas, Michael Transched Gordon Vialpi,
DELTA UPSILON
Ton-i Ambrose,
Bob Barber,
James Blensis.oe, slaek Colburn,
Steve Davis. Roger Dunton, Vern
Forbes, Mike Head, Ronaill 11..:*: :son, Roger Lehman, Tracy
man, Mike Rutz, Gary l’halt.
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Fri. & Sat PARTY NITES
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The Wild Bos-3c: Nova
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Special Sunday
Jam Sessions
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ALI OE AT

4toria

PI KAPPA ALPHA
David James Deininger, George
John Fleming.
William Albert
Hickey. Jack Leslie Kyle, David
Stark Mettler. Peter Lawrence
Stupey, .lohn Stanley Tordof:,
Kenneth Graham Walters
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
tim Barr,
F’rankhausee
Andy Loomis, Marty McAulay,
Roger Morris, Rich Peffley, Lese
Price, Bob Rose, Gary Seardina.
Bud Snickles, Bill Strickland, Gerry Traxler, Larry Valente, Dale
Vogel, Tom Welsh,

J. Crammer, Po. tor

stcartrmairams..limanita_

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Chris Bowman, Don Cunningham, Jim Fields, Boh Johnstone.
Dale Nemala, Bob Sehute, Bob
Seidman, Dennis Shelton,
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Lout Basile, Rich Rushini, Robert
Cameron, Dave Ellis, Jim Fit
zimoris, FA FMiO, Leland Junta
John Machado, Ed Mittman, Ton:
O’Neill, Bob Peckler, Jimmy Rodda, Bill Sarkisian, Jim Seibt.
Bruce Shultz, Ward Ward, Don
Wroten, Ronald Wren.

t.

CY S-9872

728 North 13th St.

war
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Ilake-up PrinItirt-

11AX
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DI.

}’re’ -h and flatter-op_ it -months on
%sit)) a puff.

SIGMA CHI
Terrill Francis Bowen. Ronald
Charles Carrie, Mark Victor Christensen, Manuel Alfred Cordova,
Leland James Craig, Peter Lawrence Declini. Kenneth Robertson
Dole, Charles Dewey Douglas.
Anthony William Endres, John
Hayes Goeekerman, Greg Lyn
Greathouse, Ronald George Lewis,
William Laurence Lotiehlin
Leonard Angelo Magnani, Barry
Lee Mason, Gary Robert Meyer.
Robert John melbas. Thomas
Paul Roach, Robert Charles Riggs,
Guy Fredrick Howard Shellman,
Simondi,
Gary
Peter
Michael
Thomas Wpm-simile.

ca-!;.a ss ill hold ’Leprechaun
Leap- tonight at 7:30 in the Women’s Gym.
Dancing, ping-pong, and volleyball as well as a new activity,
foursoitare. will he feats red
-The Tempests- will play for
SIGMA NI’
dancing in WG22.
Larry Knox, John Lewis, Tons
All San Jose State students will
he asimittNI free with a student Lind, Rieh Pailion. lb II Parker
body card. Sweepstake tickets will Jsslitt Peterson, Dan Rancatore
Todd
he given out at the door for a Bob Seherner,
9 p.m. drawing.
sIGMA PHI EPSHAIN
Dan A yneswurt h C., rl I ierga n t z
rook ha r t Nick Ilyrn.
Esereit
Jerry Cloyd, Jim e’esIton, Bob
There’s one faculty member
Dennis FAmond, John
CDODII,
for each 19 students at SJS,
Flanders, John Orneser. Fred KalOn a full-time equivalency basis,
Mar, Greg Klock. George Lesley
!hare is one
teacher for
Pat Lynch, James Marsh, Dol/L;
s
les Pa: students.
Metcalfe, liob NotAgren, Ron Peyton, Donald Pharrs, Scott Phelps,
Kenneth Pitt-her, Tom Powers,
Mike Raymore, Steven Smith,
Jerry Sooper
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LIVE! ON STAGE! IN PERSON!

AWARD
NOMINATIONS

RAY CONNIFF
HIS ORCHESTRA

to year
hgenterY

Spring Special
Soft Body Perm. Wave
AND

CHORUS AND

complete with trim,
shampoo, and set ... 7.95

BRECK Shampoo

dud
contaCt
Omani.

Jack Lemmon rd Lee ROMICK
"nays OF wine an noses"

"CONCERT II\ S1 REO"
Sal

Mar.

NOW %Er Arm WAR THIS GREAT ORCHESTRA AND
CHORDS IN PER ,04.4 - PRESENTED WITH THE AID
OF a SPI CIAL EY INSTALLED SLO 000 00
50115411 SOS I ERE
TICKETS 4.50. 3.75, 2.25
16 8.30

San Joss- Civic Aud.

San Jose SOX Office, St.. Claire Hotel
Phone CY 54811 Per Information

cream rinse and set
3.00

s’eutt ri..r AN APPROPRIATE CARD
FOR EVERY POSSIBLE OCCASION IN OUR
EXTENSIVE GREETING CARD DEPARTMENT.

ORCHID
BEAUTY SALON

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

C’oved
4 AM

fo

bral:1%

"Right on Campus"

oponomsw

FOREIGN CAR
..._3recia
Body Repairs & Painting
Insurance Work
Aluminum Work
Free L-imates
Guaran‘-eci Wo-lmansh,p
C’s’ 2-90;i9

PAINT & BODY SHOP
t..15 S...qol St Seviir
San .1.:e

1717 1/../101/0:
5705E FOR mEtt
Downtown San
S;nce 1,25

Iou’ll still be
getting your

tingut was brought up in San
.10s.e. St Ii,
he played basketball
and tennis at Camden High for
three years, and :it Del Mar High
In his senior year.
Twice Giatat made the till.
league basketball team, and in hiseriior year, wits All-Central Coas,
and second team All -Northern
California.
. Rich went to UCLA in 1960
a full scholarship, and was a start er on the freshman basketbai:
team, scoring 15.5 points a game,
One of his teammates. Fret!
Slaughter, went on to become

Ii
Phoo by Barry Stevenson
SPARTAN CAGE COACHES Stu Inman and
Gline: pay a well-earned farewell salute

Diem.?

to their graduating seniors: (I. to r.) Inman, Bill
Yonge, Dennis Bates, Gene Citta and Glines.

Illini Land Pair on Dream Team
Two members of Illinois’ co:hampionship Big Ten cage squad
were named to the San Jose State
..ii -opponent team for the 1962-63
,eitson, Coach Stu Inmant anat unced yesterday.
Representing the BUM on the
I mythical quintet were Dave Downey, forward, and Bill Small, guard.
tine other Big Ten player, 13111
Buntin, Michigan center. received

yefir

similar recognition.
Northern California’s player of
the year Steve Gray, St. Mary’s
forward. and Pcpperdlne ace
Harry Dinnel rounded out the
first five. USF center 011ie Johnson was selected as sixth man.
The Spartans ended their season
Saturday night by knocking off
last -place University of Pacific, 6143.

b1
Invites
RICH GUGAT
. . . former Bruin

CLEANING

LS GO!

Rous

ufrA.

\
Guaranteed hit.
12 Full lItmths
1)11.111

the tritighrsi

yOu to enjoy their SiS special:

Soup and Salad
BROASTED CHICKEN

oarter on the varsii. the nexl
ar Two others,
Ilugginand Larry Gower. were also on
the team.

Last year, Gugat saw !untie,
:action on a team that was loaded
with stars. "UCLA had the best
shooter in the country in Gar:.
Cunningham. and Walt Hazzari
an -I Johnny Green was the be,- )
guard combination in the country.
says Rich.
Gugat said that in the NCAA
!championships, "everyone was rooting for us. because we were a
Cinderella team. We should have
beaten Cincinnati in the semifinals. Hazzard stole the ball from
,ne
of their guards, dribbled the
o:ngth of the court, switched the
to his other hand behind his
and made a lay-up "

Dennis Bates, who walked off
with season scoring honors with
296 points and a 12.3 average,
again led SJS with a 16-point output.
Bates also topped the team in
rebounds, 152, white guard Al Janesi was the most accurate shooter
with a dazzling .514 percentage
from the field.

RESTAURANT
AND DRIVE-IN

oet =weins,-4

The freshman team 551111 90 of
its 22 games that year, losing
only to Glendale and Orane
Coast. (Meat also played freshman tennis.

Potatoes. Vegetables
!lot Roll and Rutter
Coffee or Tea
and any one of 7 delirious desserts

$1.25 (reg. $1.50)
Tuesday and Wednesday nights only
Ask for Virginia and show ASB card for this special price
for only

Restaurant open 24 hours
Drive-In open ’til 3 a.m.

521 W.

Th

Santa Clara St.

Sin Jose State’s freshman golfers started off the 1983 season
dipping University of California’s
frosh, 18t5-842. Monday at the
Claremont County Club in Berkeley.
Ron Cerrudo fired a five -under par 63, despite bogeying t h re,
times. Cerruti. finalist in last
summer’s state amateur tournament, toppled Cal’s Mike Meyer,
in the feature match. Meyers shot
a 70.
41
Johnson and Terry
Small of San .lose, veteran tournament performers despite their
Ili years, both fashioned 69’s.
Small was four-under after 10
holes, and challenging Cerrudo for
medalist honors. Ile then ran into
trouble on the back nine, where a
bogey and double-bogey gave him
a one-over -par for the day.
Coact Jerry Vinom expressed
admiration for his yearlings, who
gave a commendable performance
for such an early date in the
season.
The frosh travel to Pebble Beach,
Mare h 18, to meet Monterey
Peninsula College, at 1 p

The shot would have gisen the
Bruins a tssiepoint lead with tr.n
-.ponds left, hut according to
(Meat, "A referee railed 11:111111l1e
on Hazzard."
It comes to San Jiise
snmester at Cabrillo ,
v. -itched there heoao
had a major at ITC’LA
thi,,,itt it would be better
lie went to a junior college for a
He is now majoring in Soda,
Science.
Gugot came to San ’
Ire wanted to go to a -, boo]
’
could play tennis ral,
HP plans to Oa:, no
ninan’s crew next year.
Rich likes both sport% equally,
"Oom gives $’ii a thane..
III stand en your own two feet,
o Idle the other teaches you to
;day as a team.- he says,
Catgut will surely be a weleome)
to next year’s basketball
,;cn. And besides, maybe some
’AA maid, ill ruli off
,ellagastaiPeollr

BIG SALE

RENT A
Special .ltrukrst nrers
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3 mos.
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Skill to do
comes of dnH,7_

First Match
At Berkeley

TYPEWRITER

1595

NIODER \

124 E. S1111 I I thatid..
Bob Titchenal. after one week of
team.
foothill
fall’s
eyeing next
,eontinues to remain high on the Asehreedifteseessioaeagiegialo,
prospects of having a successful
Special Discount
season.
to Sit
"Our basic offense patterns are ,
Faculty & Stue.-ts
coming along just fine," admitted I
Titchenal. "The squad is a hardMovie & St
working iiroup and has shown goodl
football sense."
Cameros
Si,polies
The roster dropped to a lllll re
Projectors
Equipment
sorkable in last week, as 33
develOping ’-printing
candidates deelded to turn their
rentals
repo. attentions elsewhere. Two weeks
of elmtact, not ineluding this
week, lay ahead of the spring
practice aspirants.
San Jose State’s coaching staff
Is spending a great amount of time
moving men around to fill vacancies or just weak spots left open
by graduation.
Probably the biggest change so
far has been Dave Johnson’s switch
to flanker back. Johnson, an end
starter on last fall’s team, has a
strong pair of hands and good
enough speed to do a sufficient job
at flanker, according to Titchenal.
Johnson is presently sharing the
starting role with Cass Jackson.
Titchenal is most happy about
his quarterbacks and fullbacks.
Rand Carter Is currently the No.
I signal caller, and is receiving
Ken Berry
strong support fr
and Doub Bockus, a junior college import.
Four solid ball carriers are at
fullback, where Herb Engel, second
team behind Johnny Johnson in
1962, is getting a stiff battle for
the starting berth.
Charles Hart away, 215 -pound
breakaway threat on last fall’s
freshman team, has looked very
good to Titchenal. Jerry Bonetto
and 1961 performer Bob Bonds
have also been running hard during spring practice.
At running back, it will be
veterans Walt Roberts and Jerry
Collett.
The vieak point of the 1962
Provident Mutual
proves it by offerir,
squad the line- -should be strongprogram that pt.’,
er next fall, with junior college
phasis on doing.
transfers showing up very well.
If being in a buso
Bob Kroll. from Oakland City
be built from your
College, has been doing a good job
and imagination
at center, as have Foothill’s Brent
pealing to you, inc
Berry at tackle and Menlo’s Harry
opportunities in Id sales
and sales rr
Kellogg, who has moved in as the
Well begin your tritt
Spartan’s top end.
gram now, while yc
Freshmen Fred Heron, Jim Porcollege. For full irt ,rr
ter, Rich Webber, Carl Kahn and
call our office or
’
Norm Hixon were also singled out
free booklet, "late,:
for praise by Titchenal for their
Future".
line play.

Golfers Win

i’41.11.11
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Special Student lti
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j

By HAN Nfell.PAN
At the present thne. Rich Gugat
a member of Butch Krikorian’s
tarsity tennis squad.
One year ago at this time. Rich
t;ugat wus playing for the UCLA
basketball team. A few week,.
iater. the team was playing in
the NCAA Cham1 ionships.

Money’s ll firth

from

Titch Happy
As Gridmen
Show Promise

Former Bruin
Rich Gugat
Now at SiS

4MPARTAN DAILY
WedneAm. Mateh 13, 74,
_

CY 5-8968

YAGER & SILVA
(the complete

service station)

78 S. 4th Street

MARCH 20
Everything For
The College Student
Look No Further
Look For

LYKE
It’s All There

GET ONE!

pROV I [pi- \
M LI T UAL
insw.ANCE COmp...

NEED A BIKE?
We Have Many Makes
and Modols.

NOW AVAIL ADLE
AUTOM010
1
TIPP’

10.speed derivier 27
Dural handlebar t.tii center pull brakes. e’
set up
derailer
guaranteed and re.,1

PRICE:

S6995

Man’s English Polliat, 3 tr"’
lightweight black
carry in the carton A.
534.95
Set-up, adjusted,
ready to ride

$3995

SPARTAN SPECIAL
linek Spring Cum.:,
for Lightweight Bicycle
This week only Si,

SPECIAL SOY
ID^
Peugeot Professional iOseaad
d!
railer Bike with
Buffed Tube Thrcu re
Frame Lugs. Meier
B r 11$. Qosb Releav
CIA,"
Dural
Hubs, Strong Life
$114.50
REA We SO
Serving Sin Jmn

DESIMONE’S
CYCLE AND TO

ri 3 2nd Si.

SHOP

Spartans, Beavers Tabbed Even
For Saturday’s Dual Spikefest

IIS
II F.
I),

14 DAVE NE.WHOI SE
The tiope ,,la-et for Saturday’s
battle belvseen
track and twirl
Oregon
powerhouse
Sorthvaest

irka.
ount

Orson State’s roster is headed is) as colorful a el-011011e 4.1
cinder talent as can
found 011
%V1‘141
DeCill111011
Stese raids, Norm Hoffman,
8Irargah Omni, Gars Sts;nliinci
and Frank Nlarsii are Just a fee
names 011 the depth -filled RCLIV-

for SJS students and $2 for Use
public
Jose Sit, to will he at NS
,t ongest in the 220, mile, twoutile, broad jump, triple jump,
Jose State rates
high jump and possibly the relay.
State and Sun
meet
the
dual
in
major
Oregon State ell! show its
this first
in 10 years a
weight in both the hurdle races.
Santa Clara Valley
HMO. shot put, rIllarun., joselin and
toss-up
Reserved tickets are on sale at
pole sault.
With teams are about even in
field
running and
the Student Affairs Office, TH16.
The quarter-mile run and the
most uf the
SJS
and
ASH members can purchase a re- .100 will be tight races, unless San
events. By past efforts,
win
served seat for $1.50. while it’s $31 Jose sophomores can live up to the
the flcuiCr5 each figure to
dIv the public.
with two other,
potential expressed by coaches
..even ei.ents,
ieneral admissior s.,,ts are free Bud Winter and Dean Miller,
Dwight Middleton, as durable a
runner as can be found on the SJS
*quad, could turn things in San
Jose’s favor, with a gond !showing
against 0S1-7’s Hoffman in the 14l,.
llOttl11/111 has a 47.4 tine-,
Open Daily 10 to (I
%bile miiiitietun’s best to dui(.Open Sat. 8 Sun. 10 to 6
Ia 48.11. But, Dwigiit, con go ,
much faster.
This week featuring:
In the century. 1.1(,4yd Murad,
PUPPIES
suph like Alitkileton, will have to
and SUPPLIES
regain his earlier season form,
"one of the largest pet shops in the country"
49.61 in order to stave off three
Phone 297-0254
Heaveni, 9.7 or under. Lynn E4ess.
1280 The Alameda
OSU’s best at 9.6, is coining off a
knee operation and may still be
pk.it
!oS,
4
Of .01 !OS
recovering.
Murad was upset by Stanford’s
Eric Frisch, in a 9.8 clocking
Saturday.
Hen Tricker will base trouble
bl the mile, as (truth I110: it 4:09.3 to his credit. This Maim
Murplis, in the tau -mile, -.Iii ’old
be an Pass winner for San Jose.
Hoffman should take the 88(5.
where he has a best of 1:49.3.
tiludenIN try
of our 6 deli,
I lowever, the half-mile comes aftcombination plat,’ tonight.
the 440, and if Hoffman goes in
I
enchilada,
spanish
salad
rice
and
green
taco,
it,, former, SJS soph Mike Gibeau
I
No. I
ONLY $1.25
.s
,lefinite chance, with a best
.Itssit of 1:49.7.
Open Sun.-Thurs. 9 a.m.-I0 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 9 a.m.-2 a.m.

Your Pet’s Dept. Store

Perskates.

10

AIHEXICAN-FOODS
OUR TAMALE KITCHEN

956 Park Ave.
n

ling
re s’

Call 293-1101 for free delivery
rarr 41R kVYantrMilran’t AT

Yit

ci

GROWiNGEST!

e to’
ig tor

*134nause Foremost is the perfectly balanced milk
Foremost Golden State, 400 N. 1st St.

rosame..-

IKE?
Makes
s.

Shop Wise at KING BEE!
COFFEE

ABLE

2

Hills Bros.

Can
-Lb.

09,
7

- Kilpatrick
BREADSunlite - Langendorf
White or WheatReg. 3Ic cel. loaf 25C
1

CATSUP

Sniders

JELLO
MACARONI
ICE CREAM
ORANGE JUICE
HAMS

Reg.
Reg. Pkg.

All Flavors

Dutch Pride
Imitation

A

/

FLAY R PAK

6-0r. 09C
Cans %IP

Delicious, Boneless, Hickory Smoked
Lb.
Defatted and a Real Value

Ca

7C

2 -Lb. 29e
39e

Best BetLong Spaghetti
or Elbo

’6995

4 oc

Req. I 4c
Bottle

79e

S34.95
,3995

;IAL
orris,
icycle
79

SPARE RIBS
LUNCH MEAT ,817,:e.,11;;.co:ddomf
ORANGES
CABBAGE

Small Meaty
Eastern Sides

Lb.

$100
P/1.1.6

’peed Dsold, 53

Fresh
Solid Heads

8

$100
Lbs

Lb.

Ties San Jose Slate baselirill
squad, winless iti its tit six outing, this year. travels to Santa
Clara tonight to tangle with the
Broncos at 7.
The two teams met a week ago
with Santa Clara corning out on
top tit that time. 9-1 SJS connected tor only one hit against
the 11362 NCAA runner-up
%Ina, then. the Spartans lime
lost tar Cal. aline Santa Clara
spilt a doubleheader anti
S tate t11111 10,1 Ito I sF. The
Kr
.0.1 are 5-5 on the sear.
Santa Clara picked up 13 hit Sport an hurler Bill Lir:
sst iaeek, four of them
ca:i
Citicakmo. Clean-up man Joni,
lax-rubella and Reno Dil3ono earl
.’love in three runs for the Broncos
SJS Coach Ed So1ne2iik said he
,,P1.1111 go with either Lave Luca or Bill Ardis on the mound. Both
lie
soplibmortfrom last
triesimiar, iiii,n
Other starter. tor Nan ’I’,’..HEAD-ON finish by Stanford’s Steve Cortright (right) overtakes
us
Include Rich
ostilir4 ;
San Jose State’s Bob Taylor at the finish of the shuttle hurdles
an Amhara, first base
at the Stanford Relays, Cortrigh+ was timed at 14.6 and
stese tbell or (..r) Vice. s..Taylor, 14.8.
ond bane: Ken ’Takahashi, third
base: Ron Lindenitiam Isert stop.
arid John Jurisieh, Phil Pruski
and Hill liloodgood in the outfit-Id.
Lindenntati. w110 trailer! .324 1,1-’
year. is returning to the lineim
;tiler missing seseral games Mon:
good, up from the fresh learn, 1,
Pohl, .41. Othpr
The I list round of intramural
14111 1111
making his first start of the ye:sr
tilt. beierti. 111111 the It
basketball playoffs has been set.
HallSobc-zak said he would make no
111 rs, 8:30; Alt0T( NO,. I and
after Monday’s games eliminated
strategy changes against Santa
three teams from the tournament.
ttashilitrii Hall, 14:30, and the
Clara, except to "attempt to errs Its a playoff game for third I al-liassalians and the t’arstinploy the sacrifice on every tr.,place in the A league, the Beachsible opportunity, in hopes that I
combers topped the Sheiks 56-45
Iii other games Monday night,
can shake up the defense and
Markham Hall beat the Police Nloulder No.
forfeited to the force them to make kid throws
School, 50-44, to wind up second Pink Horde; the 545 (’lab beat the ,
in the C league, and the Cat-dill:11S Rigodu
54-43: the Saints
1111111111111
’dumped Moulder Hall, 611-42
loppesl the Bea4ers. :41-26: the
The first round of playoffs beSis.ss, %shipped Kappa Pi, 514-20:
gins tonight, with Markham
itam Runners knocked off the
Beatheonetters
Hall
und the
Thane, beat Phi
lelullng oft the
in a 731r

Mt, best liC01It %kilt tof
man track teams in the nar:
meeting one another. when Ores.,ssis
State and San Jose State perform
Saturday, claims Dean Miller, the
Spartababe head coach.
"San Jose State and Oregon
State must be rated 1-2 among the
nation’s frosh teams," emphasized
Miller, who has a double-barrel
reason for wanting to topple the
Beavers.
It all started in Nebraska,
%% here Miller, then a hurdler at
the university and 0S17 fresh
oath Sam BCH, INed to comeach
against
regidarls
pete
other.
The rivalry continued as both
launched their high school coaching careers at the same time, and
reached a key pitch when each
came out to the V4’est Coast.
Both are cross-country coachec.
where Miller hasn’t lost a dual
meet in seven years. In 1961. OSU
was the national cross-country
brrimion, before losing that rank to San Jose State last autumn.,
\ow both successful coaches will
inw their friendly war for the
-4 time in collegiate track and
Jill tests.
1
Miller feels this way about being a part of the biggest dual
clash ever seen at Spartan Field.
"The frosh meet will he every
I
hit as elose as the varsity’s."
The Spartan frosh warmed upi
no- the OSU get-together with four
meet records In non-scoring’
s ,asts at the Stanford Relays.
In the distance medley, the
s;,srtans achieved the second fast, si freshman time ever run in the
SJS was timed in 10:05.
Houston set the record of 10:00.5
last spring.
_

se

Many More Super Specials In Store

14.50
14

,E’S
HO,

zia:dros KING BEE SUPER
We Give Thrifty Goma Stamps
Plen+Y of Parking

MAYFAIR BIKE SHOP
Come in today and see our complete
stock of bikes.

Plaza Garden Shop
ariC

Ca II ‘.,9,1,

his,

Big Auto
Insurance Savings Announced
nd rn,r,ed men
$211 less 512 dJisnind, or net
o. $66 (based on current 16
iir;a4nri, Sndle men undi
25: $252 less $40 ciiioents, or nor
of $212
$10/20 000 Bodily Injury Liobility. $5.000
Property IDmisce and MO undid&
Payments. Other conreqes 41 comparable savings. Pyrnents can be
made oncse twice or four times
year Caller write for full infor
motion to George Campbell,
California Casualty, IBS The
Alameda, S.J. 244-9000.

Enjoy smoking
Smoke a pipe!
And while you eivi shopping,
one of our select blends of
imported or domestic tobacco.
right for the discriminating
smoker.

All
Out Of
.shape

SPE
glg FACULTY AND
STUDENTS

MON.Dicau FRI.

411P’
Parts

Expert

Accessories

Repairs

ASNT
-ILLS

on All
Models

18 HOLE REGULATION

?Li
BIANCHI 12 SPEED
DERAILER, from . .

$6495
a &We Pori
No matter how you
look at it. contact
lens put things in their
by end lei on fit you with
prow perspective. Come
by and let us fit you with
perfect visk,h.

Dealers for

Schwinn

Phillips

Bianchi

205s206,A0isTasoSqi.WHITE ..7417

Service . . . Fart and Friendly
Special Discount Card for 5...1 S. Students
.258-3.36/

litaypip gike chop

The

Contact Lens Center

123 South 3rd St., San Jose
894 E. Santa Clara at 19th Street,

CY 4-0742

CY 7.5174

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TWO S
IACCIS
Eat Eat Eat Eat

"WORK
OF
ART"

Tamale
Taco
Rice or Bran Salad

Only Only Only Only

Sweater. & Cashmere Coats

89‘

DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

(No. 2 in a series of combination treats)

Art Cleaners
293-1030

try
fine
Just
pipe

Ire

Golf
’TO

One Aay cervice

39E E. Santa Clara
104 & Keyes

Jte a speiiiai ei.asion ready sto
via, there’s nothing like a beautiful
COrSage tor your lady Shell appreciate
you’ thougtifullness sn proving this opt
S icnieiy sorsa& to somplement her
ciai touch to trip evening Let us create

10;ikif

Our Specialty
;Ora

l’a.

cls

’lit (4 )N11’1.1’11%
1111 11 1. t...1 Hi. 01
it ( k..14)\

Intramural Playoffs
Begin This Evening

49‘

Pickle & Pimento

Large Sweet
Navels

Frosh Flyers
Face Equals
In OSU Meet

Diamondmen
Face Broncs
Tonight at 7

IAPAELTAN DAILY -0
%Ntt.liteitiff .65

Phone Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James

mplimms

---.....111111111111111111!

6-SPARTAN DAILY
Wednetsda
March 13, 19tal
TODAY:
Intercultural

EXCITING VACATIONS
WITHOUT COST

HOME EXCHANGE 0,PEC10RY SEAVICE
PO Bo. Vg.
HIED S
HEDS
Croptieli Calif

Cycling Accessories
and Apparel

15-SPEED BIKES
from $76.90
CUPERTINO
BIKE SHOP
loon

AL 2.2073

Randy Len.

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

PARTS

ELECTRONIC

Spartaguide
I pledge meeting in College Union,
Council &tearing 7 p m.
Committee: meets in College UnSocial Work Club: Ann Bakulich
3.30 p.m.
I speaks on the aged and the handi.4arterican Meteorological go capped: C11161, 330 p.m.
eiet: meets in E328. 7 p.m.
Rally Committee: meets in THPhrateres: meets in Education 55. 3.30 p.m.
I Women’s Recreation Ason.: badBldg.. 7 p.m.
Collegiate Christian Fellowship: minton at 6 p.m.: Orchesis at 7
three faculty professors discuss p.m.; Women’s Gymnasium.
What Christianity Means to Me": TOMORROW:
Memorial Chapel, 9 p.m.
Watnen’. liermati4,11 Aeon.:
Alpha Phi Omega: business and competitive swimming at 4:50
p.m. and basketball at 7 p.m.;
Women’s Gymnasium.
CARS AVAILABLE
Society of Automotive EngiTo Be Driven To Oregon
neers: film "The Secret Door"
Gas Allowance
will be shown: TH20, 7:30 p.m.
Cafe Capers: dancing to live
CALL 294-4243
band, 2-3 p rn in cafeteria.
Student Peace Union: meeting
of "study-discussion" committee;
CH167. 3:30 p.m.
WWI: roller skating party at
Rollerland on the Alameda: carOPEN
pool meets Eighth and San Carlos
Streets. 7:30 p.m.
Monday
Baptist Student Union: discus.
Thursday
sion on "Christianity, the Student.
and Language Groups": Memorial I
Friday
Chapel, 7 p.m.
TILL 9
American Chemical Society: Dr.i
Irving Langmuir, Nobel Prize
winner talks: film on "Surface
& HI Fl EQUIPMENT
Chemistry"; Sli.I ; :30 p.m.

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.

Job Interviews

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
1425 W. SAN CARLOS

CY 8-1212

$si.
z

x, TODAY:

STORE-WIDE
CLEARANCE

.;
it

r

,t

,

Suits and dresses at big
reductions. Now is the time
to shop and save!

s‘

County of Los Angeles - Civil
engineers, accounting majors and
$ majors with 30 units of basic scist

Beautiful ssseaters and
skirts now reduced to S6.88.

ZZ

Interviews are now being held in
Building X, 303 S. Ninth St, between
9:15 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. Appointment
lists Cr. psi out in advance. Students
Cr. requested to sign up early.-ED.

.:
.s.
0,
,,4.%.
.7;
.*

ence for assistant sanitarians, civil
engineering assistants and accounting-auditing positions Citizenship

required.
TR:utiton Metals Corp. 01 A mertechnologists.
Ha I
ica
I

mechanical. chemical and metal.,‘ lurgical engineers for engineering
..

,

,sur ’sit inns.

Physical education
I pjohn
’1,t
g business administration with
.1Z ence backgrounds, biological Sri
$ ences and chemistry majors he
Zik
206 So First St. -:- 1911-115S
,
Bankammicad 1 lit Heinen, Cheon
s: pharmaceutical sales positions. CO:
,. izenship required.
twArW.,...W.W.,..--W.,.....4.4.4.7..r.4.41.44.4.I.-eneetsoesets541seseao.e.nrri,...a.
- Housing & Home Finance
I Agency - - Business administration
majors with interests in municipal
finance, sociology, political science
:dela’ sciences majors and pub ministration majors for housing internship program. Citizenship
, required.

,

Perr9 :ii

..

Spadana

National Society
Honorable Mention
For Two Students
Ronald B. Jones. senior psychology major, and Robert H.
Stavn. senior biology major, have
won honorable mentions in the
national Woodrow Wilson Fellowship Foundation competitions, according to Dr. Edgar A. Hornig.
professor of history. Dr. Hornig
is the SJS campus representative
of the foundation.
Students competing for the fellowships are recommended by a
faculty member and must submit
dossiers and statements of intellectual intent. The fellowships are
intended to attract seniors to college teaching.

Scholarships, Loan Funds
Totaling $3,400 Available
Scholarship, fellowship and loan
funds totaling $3.400 are currently
being limed by various whims.
announced Don Ryan, assistant to
the dean of students.

The Scottish Rite Fellowship
Program is offering $2,200 to cover
cost of tuition, fees and other ex- ,
penses for one year of graduate
work at the George Washington
University School of Government,
Waahington, D.C.
The school prepares students for
leadership in foreign set vice and in
governmental theory and administration.
The Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite Freemasonry, Southern
Jurisdiction, donated $1 million to
the university in 1927 to establish
the school of government. A stipulation was that the school tenth
constitutional government as it is
interpreted by American traditions
and U.S. Supreme Court rulings.
Another $400,000 was donated to
Applications for four vacant provide scholarship and fellowship
ASB board and committee posi- funds.
tions are available at the College
The Jake Gimbel non - interest
Union, according to Tom Volz,
ASH personal officer.
Positions open are: attorney and
member-at -large for the Election
Board; member-at -large for Stu tent Activities Board; student rep:esentative for Fairness CommitThree principals in the Geza de
tee.
Kaplany trial will appear on a
Interviews will be held Friday panel on "Criminal Court Procefrom 1 to 3 p.m. at the union.
dures" to highlight a day-long
Interested students may contact seminar on many aspects of crimVolz or Bob Weers. ASB executive inal procedures Saturday, at the
secretary, at the union for more Cabana Hotel, Palo Alto.
information.
On the panel is Superior Judge’
Raymond G. Callahan, who pre- ,
sided over the trial; Dist. Atty.
Louis A. Bergna, and defense I.
torney E. F. DeVilbiss.
Students may purchase tickets
ToinorriAv will he the first of six for $1 without lunch and $6 with
days of pre-regiseration for all stu- lunch at the Northern California
dents planning to do their student Service League, 1299 N. First St.,
leaching during the fall semester. or by calling 298-4606.
The Northern California Service
Tomorrow, through March 20, all
prospective student, teachers may League, which is sponsoring the
siLin up with Dr. John L. Moody seminar, is a non-profit organi’/.at ion.
,nil William B. spring. ED402.

Post Applications
For ASB Available

Geza Principals
Appear on Panel

Student Teaching
Reg Tomorrow

OMEGA

,i,,,

Triumph -TR-3’.

/-

no. white top rs-d 5.AN 9.3762.
- ’49 Plymouth wagon :1/

.gg-

5.375.

.V W. good
3 25.

Triumph 10-2.

^

1.- -

i$1.350. Cr’ 5-3016.

’59 Ford

^’

’62 MGA Mk. 11 - F..’, nouiped I- to,dtion. Beot
LY 33526.

administration,
and

political science
majors for prohalion officer trainees and adminis2979310.
trative analyst aid positions. CitiApt. I bdrrn. & studio couch $85. 600
zenship required.
S. 9th - Paul Johnson - 298-1498
General
Dynamics - Electrical
Nice furn, room for men. 267 S
engineers for engineering position S ron+
Citizenship required.
WANTED
I BM
Electrical engineer,
Anyone knowing the whereabouts of a chemical and mechanical enctpere.o,:i piease call 294-6414, Ext. 208’ neers along with math, chemistry
Ask for Bob Rauh.
[and physics majors for research
A GREAT APT. - UNAPP! I girl 10 and development positions. In ad ’share wIth 3. CV 8-1695.
Idition, any major for typewriter
Guy to share unapp. house with 4 and dictation equipment sales.
Others. $25 month,

--

Paul.

Dishwasher rented for dinner meals
g -o. Excellent Get that meal. Call CV 7.9989.
’62 TOHATSU. 50- -1. Many extras. Bob Pitcher Mark’
2 men to slim,, snap. apt. with 2 the,
t
1-1a11 ater 7 CV 4-6019.
N- 2 Cr’ 7 1570.
350 S
steel guitar and amplifier. $95.
roommate
wd" red to Sh
ORO
.-derson. CV 4.2927.
with three Ocher girls. $35 a mor.1953 Mercury Monterey - corfect me- S. 7th No. 6. CV 4.7640.
0

40 miles per gal. 5/
P&H rew erg Mike - ofi No. 10th, Fri., ’Uo
7:St0 Mon.. Tues

See

’51 1-1.1Iman t,lx
o

’54 angeth xronomy &
Terts. A CV 4-0562 evenings. pro’, -

t --.

tigesequdro - si
Resew.-

SERVICES
$50

stereo
71, co.’,

Auto Wilt/WA for students. Phone 24r,411 2420. Chet Bailey Ins. 385 SO. Moc,’A
Street.
5745

- -1

Girls cont.

-1

6 +yl. $195. 382

Smith.Corenn
1. i’.,’’.n
r
,

ft.beas

Superfluous hair removed for life A 1_

UNWERSITAETSSTUDP,
ACHTUNG
Cr’ 5- TEN - AL CORRAL wird Si. bold a,
rufen. Warten Si. euf iiird AL CORP.

53 Ford, 2 door
ir.an CV 4 ri529
’60

PERSONAL
Nantalle, R.E. 210 So. 1st, 294.4499

Stereo20-20 aor
.,;
xth1;:0

r o

"..1"4 ’5

100 wedding kovflafions. $11.95. One
gold. free AL 2.9191, day.nife.

bp. French tutor Slihr. Peg Love
446?? after 4 p

yolks

58

.
’

^

13ne

74a tr/.

59 Iambi...Ha, to,’ an
g-,1
ncrnr 274,9339.
,r
App

pt.

con.ract

POT RENT
Aopro....1 ma. .

-i’

n"t,

soil- re.
7.s,,c, 295

Aeailable for housewori
o7
794 207?
CLASSIFIED RATES:
250 line first Insertion
20e lin succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Cell of Student Affairs Office
0.01. 16, Tewar Hail, or
Send tit Handy Ordist
ce Money Order.
No Phon Ordre

with ch.a

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS
San Jose 11 Cent
Boston 11

Bakmas
Flower

Vol .

Shop
Flowers
ncl
Corsages
for all
Occasions

ALL NEW 1963 CARS
AT LOWEST PRICES
Factory Warranty. Dealer’s Service
Also used cars at real low discount.
Call 368.4259
(Redwood City)

CV 2-0462

10t4 & Se-tu g!u,

SPARTAN MARKET
GRAND OPENING SALE!
With An Exciting Raffle!
Prizes Include Many GIFTS
and Two Home APPLIANCES

COFFEE
CHUCK ROAST
ICE CREAM
GROUND BEEF

2

Hills Bros

Lbs.

With Circul,

USDA

89

ChokeL, 4 9 c
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graduating seniors to continue
M.A. or Ph.D.
studies leading
degrees in any area.
The loans are available front a
trust fund established in 1944.
Deadline to apply for these loans
is April 15.
A $200 scholarship is offered by
the Delano Elementary Teachers
Club to any junior or senior who
is graduated from it Delano high
school, and who is seeking a teaching credential.
Applications for each of the programs are available at the Dean
of Students’ office. Adm 269.
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ATTENTION
SENIORS:
A repres,.,ntative of the
National Drug Company,
a division of Richardson Merrell, Inc., will be on
campus Monday, March
18, 1963.

Graduating seniors interested in exploring sales
career possibilities in the
Ethical Pharmaceutical Industry are invited to err a ng e

for

interviews

through thn collogc place men, office’.

NEW CHECK CASHING POLICY
AT

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
’Right on Campus’
EFFECTIVE MARCH 11
Cheeks up to $15.00 Ras. be cashed at the couries
booth from 9 a.m. until our cheek cashing fund is exhausted.
Cheeks up to $5M0 or $5.00 aLoNe the amount of purchase may be taken to eheek-out lines No. 1 or No. 2.
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